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A group of past & present staff outside the 8x8 wind
tunnel on 19 Dec 2001 as it closed (A11297)
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Flight Systems staff (FS1, FS2 & FS3) with BAC 1-11
XX105 in Hangar 2 on 12 March 1992 (A7398)

People This issue is a “People” issue. RAE’s successes were achieved by people. In the few pictures we can include in
this issue, we acknowledge the contributions from everyone. For the re-union to be held in June, we are planning to put
a number of pictures on display, but you may have more, so please bring them. We are checking the negatives database
for more group pictures. There is a significant number of formal ones – Divisions and Departments – and also many less
formal ones, of teams with aircraft and in the wind tunnels.
Re-Union 2014 Planning for this is starting to build up. We have an active working group. Tickets are now on sale
and we emphasise that numbers are limited, although we don’t want to turn anyone away. If you haven’t had the details,
contact BAHG through the email address at the bottom of the page. We
also invite everyone who is coming to bring pictures and any other
material.
Mystery Picture
Thank you to our correspondents Peter Hunt
and Andy McCallum who provided information about the mystery
picture published in the last issue under the heading “What and
When?”. The consensus view is that it would have been taken around
1997/98 at a Comic Relief/Children in Need day of events to raise
money. An Admin Team dressed up as the Vicar and his conscience.
The Photo was taken just after a three-legged egg and spoon race.
Names from left to right - Kim Danning, Paul Deighton, Charlotte
Taylor, Peter Hunt, Sue Churton, Andy McCallum and Angela
McCallum (who together won the three-legged race). Kim entered the
three-legged race with a dummy, and still lost!
Talks We continue to give talks to local (and not so local)
organisations. The most recent ones have been to the Boscombe Down Branch of the RAeS on 14 Jan 2014, on the
history of RAE Bedford, and to the Weybridge Branch of the RAeS, on “The Air War Over the Western Front 19141918”. This latter theme is a particular interest of Barry Tomlinson. All our talks are presented on behalf of BAHG and
usually result in a donation to BAHG
funds. The next talks open to visitors
will be on 18 March 2014 to the
Olney and District Historical Society,
on “Aviation in Bedfordshire” (which
will include the history of RAE
Bedford) and on 28 March 2014 to the
Sandy Historical Society, on “The Air
War Over the Western Front”.
Fairey FD2 This picture of WG777
on the apron includes the team of
boffins and other staff involved, with
test pilots John Farley, Clive Rustin
and Dickie Millward sitting on the top
(B1959J, 25 July 1966).
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This view of one of the Short SC1 research aircraft (probably XG900, near the end of its time at Bedford) taken on 20
May 1969 shows the support crew and boffins with pilot John Lewis outside the main hangar (B2608).
SC1 XG900 was at Bedford from 1961 to
1971, when it moved to the Science Museum
in London. It was used to conduct flights to
the "Hole in Wood" in 1967/68.
SC1 XG905 operated at Bedford from 1960 to
1973. On 6 Apr 1960, 905 made the first ever
transition to wing-borne from jet-borne flight,
and back, at Bedford. The book Wings Over
Thurleigh states (Chapter 6.1.5) that this took
place from a vertical take-off to normal flight
and back to hover. It would be interesting to
get confirmation of this. XG905 made its last
flight at Bedford on 3 May 1973 and is now in
a museum near Belfast.

A group of 13x9 personnel old & new

A tunnel model in preparation

(A10507, 7 Oct 1994)

(B3624-Bk1A, 27 Feb 1956)

The last model in the Wood Model Shop

Group celebrating 1000hr Harrier 175 flying

(TS1251, 3 July 1981)

(A9350, 11 June 1993)

Somewhat surprisingly, the main Divisions on the airfield, who had large group photos taken regularly over the years,
seem to have failed to take anything later than 1992. On the tunnel site, however, where Division photos were not the
norm, late era photos were taken, at least for the 8ft tunnel (see top of newsletter) and the 13x9 tunnel (above).
Photographs
We would like to emphasise that the BAHG archive has hundreds of people pictures of all kinds and
if you would like a fresh copy of one that you have or if you want one that you haven’t got, please enquire. We can
supply prints at modest cost.
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